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O P I N I O N  
CIVIL WAR IN CATALONIA 
n 1936, when General Franco began his military had until then. By the end of the Civil War, 
uprising against the Spanish Republican Catalonia was the most important part of Spain 
Government, Catalonia was an autonomous not yet defeated by Franco's troops. For this 
region within the Spanish state. In Catalonia the reason their offensive campaign against 
army rose against the Republic, and it was the Catalonia was extremely virulent, to the point of 
Catalan autonomous government which, with its including the bombing of the civilian population, 
own forces of public order and the support of with the intention of demoralizing it. Barcelona 
the popular masses, defeated the rebel army. was occupied by Franco's troops in January, 
Since some Spanish regions come under the 1939, and the Catalan army, alongside a large 
control of Franco's troops, and others remained part of the Spanish army which had sought 
under republican control, Catalonia acted as an refuge in Catalonia, had to cross the frontier into 
independent state during the first two years of France, together with the Catalan Autonomous 
the war. It improvised its own people's army, under the Government and the Spanish Republican Government. The 
direction of the autonomous government, and launched repression in Catalonia on the part of Franco's troops was 
military offensives against neighbouring zones such as intense. As well as summary court martials, which very often 
Aragon and Maiorca, which had come under control of the ended in death sentences, Catalonia lost its political 
rebels. However, Catalonia did not only take on the autonomy, saw its language banned, saw its cultural 
responsibility of an armed defence of the legality of the institutions destroyed, and saw its most valuable men 
Republic, but went on to create an authentic social revolution. -intellectuals, scientists, politicians and trade-unionists- 
The Govern de la Generalitat, the autonomous government of imprisoned, exiled or even executed. For this reason one has 
Catalonia, formed by a coalition of republican democrats, spoken of the genocide, cultural and linguistic in particular, 
anarchists and communists, collectivized the economy of the which Franco's regime committed in Catalonia. 
country and even built up its own war industry. Catalonia did not recover its culture, its language or its 
Nevertheless, in the military field, Catalonia acted in mutual political institutions until the restoration of democracy in 
agreement with the Spanish republican government, whose Spain. But, at present, it is still suffering the consequences of 
seat was originally Madrid and later Valencia. Catalan troops the Civil War and the forty years of Franco's dictatorship. Its 
were sent to Madrid to defend the capital of Spain against language, co-official in Catalonia along with Spanish, has not 
the siege by Franco's troops. The situation changed in 1937 recovered from so many years of persecution. Its cultural 
when, because of the unsolved problems of the social institutions have not regained the importance they had before 
revolution in Catalonia, there was an armed confrontation the Civil War, having been besieged by official Spanish culture 
between the autonomous government's forces and the under Franco. Its capital, Barcelona, once the most important 
communists on one side, and the anarchists on the other. This city in Spain from both an economic and a cultural point of 
represented a revolution within the Revolution. The Spanish view, is still suffering the consequences of the discriminatory 
Republican Government sent forces of public order to treatment it received under Franco. To sum up, Catalonia is in 
Catalonia to stop the armed conflict, and the autonomous a phase of national reconstruction which is made difficult by 
government lost a lot of its authority. This situation was made the extent of the genocide it suffered, and by the remains of 
even worse when the Spanish Republican Government was centralism still present in the Spanish democratic state. 
forced to evacuate Valencia under pressure from Franco's But the present Catalan population has overcome the trauma of 
troops, and installed itself in Barcelona, capital of Catalonia. the Civil War, and there has been a reconciliation between those 
The side-by-side existence of two governrnents -the Spanish Catalans who, for different political or religious opinions, or 
one and the autonornous Catalan one- in the same territory, differing social positions, suffered persecution in the rearguard 
seriously reduced the effective independence which the actions during the three years of war, and those who were 
Govern de Catalunya had sentenced or exiled by the fascist victors in the long aftermath 
to the war. 
